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THE ARTIST AND HER WORK

Maud Lewis and the Nova Scotia Terroir
This exhibition celebrates the artistic production of the Canadian province of Nova Scotia. Anchored by folk artist
Maud Lewis, the exhibition describes the sense of place and the history that informs it. The living artists included in
the exhibition present a dynamic and engaging exploration of Nova Scotia’s rich contemporary visual arts community.

MAUD LEWIS — The Artist and Her Work
Maud Lewis (1903–1970) is one of Canada’s most iconic folk
artists whose work is known around the world. Maud was born in
Nova Scotia and spent her entire life in the province. Best known
for her paintings of cats, fishing boats, local wildlife and landscapes
of the picturesque coastline of Nova Scotia, Maud Lewis spent
most of her life in poverty and physical pain from arthritis that left
her body and hands deformed. Despite having no formal artistic
education or training, and limited access to professional artist’s
supplies, she painted primarily on materials at her disposal which
included wood shingles and other materials around their small
property. Maud’s biggest canvas was the house that she shared
with her husband and its contents.
Referred to as a folk artist, Maud Lewis’s paintings are
irrepressibly joyful and depict her surroundings with humor and
affection. Created in bright, solid colours with a flattened picture
plane and limited use of perspective, the paintings charm viewers
with such subjects as winter landscapes with sleighs, deer in
forest, oxen and her three wide-eyed, black cats.

From the land: Terroir
Just as the terroir informs the taste of wine, the themes that
come from this place frame and colour the works being produced
here. The region’s climate, economic reality, commercial
opportunities and critical artistic environment are born of
historic precedent. These factors inform artistic production and
consumption. This Terroir imbues specific character and flavour
to the works gathered here. It is deep, flinty, smart and funny. It is
serious and layered. The blood of many historic battles and systemic wrongs runs through the work. This exercise allows
some degree of excavation into the terroir, but as with any great wine, the longer the work sits with one, the more is revealed.
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Ann Macmillan takes a macro view of her world, through lenses both real and fabricated. In her video For the Trees,
2013, Macmillan’s deft use of technology allows a seemingly scientific, almost forensic, exploration of the surrounding
forest. Taken with a hand-held camera, her footage is almost seamlessly woven with computer-generated scans of the
trees’ surfaces. The end result is a hypnotizing and dizzying look at the complicated future our natural world faces,
where new technologies are used to learn more in depth about that which surrounds us. The very fingerprints of each
tree — its bark, ridges and knots, are surveyed from centimeters’ distance, asking us to look, and to question what
we see.
Charley Young has espoused a practice that maps the façade of public and private buildings, printing their facades
onto fabric that then floats like the ghosts of the building’s past. In some cases, the print Young made is all that
remains of the building as many are printed before the edifice’s ultimate demolition. Though the work is large in
scale — the works are rubbings of the actual buildings — their delicate cloth substrate folds up easily to store —
shelved memories of the city’s changing face.
Drawing is Melanie Colosimo’s mainstay. Having studied at Mount Alison University, it is perhaps not surprising that her
skills at realistically capturing objects and buildings are considerable. However, a long series of drawn and cut out paper
fences fed a desire for more sculptural form. Transmission Tower I, 2016, is a drawing that takes shape in fabric, cut, sewn,
and hung from the ceiling; it is at once 2D and 3D, image and object. A limp, gutted form, it warns of technology’s fallibility
as well as the challenges inherent in any form on communication. In a region that is isolated, transmissions remain a
crucial link to the rest of the world- this lying tower underlines the precariousness of our position.
Adamant that history be neither forgotten nor repeated, Ursula Johnson staged a powerful performance in 2010 titled
Elmiet (He/She Goes Home). Wearing a woven headdress, the artist walked through the streets of Halifax stopping
at historically significant sites of interactivity between the Mi’kmaq people and the European settlers. Through this,
Johnson builds on traditional Mi’kmaq basket making practices while raising awareness of the 1756 proclamation.
That notion of native versus introduced plant species has interested Sarah Maloney, whose research includes feminist
history, gender roles, and the body, often made visible through botanical forms. Through works like First Flowers, 2014,
and Wallflowers, 2007–2009, Maloney provides a touching and powerful view of youth and adolescence, her blooms
standing in for daughters, friends, and young women. Modeling the blossoms in wax and casting them in bronze,
Maloney freezes time, halting the inevitable aging process. With references to local flora and renaissance art history,
Maloney’s Reflection Suite, 2009–2010, features native orchids on handcrafted bases reminiscent of make-up tables —
a mediation on looking as both active and passive.
Drawing directly from what the land around offers, Frances Dorsey uses local plant life to source dyes for her weavings.
For her Golden Moon series, she harvested bales and bales of goldenrod, carefully labeling each with the source location.
This colour variation creates subtle shifts and moods for each moon. It is this literal drawing out of the land’s resources
that not only connects the work to the place, but also creates a rich reading of the historical depths captured within the soil.
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Art Gallery Of Nova Scotia
The Art Gallery of Nova Scotia — the largest art gallery on Canada’s east coast — is home to the largest public
collection of Maud Lewis works in the world and also to Maud’s original painted house, one of her earliest and most
stunning canvases.
With locations in downtown Halifax and Yarmouth, the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia is Atlantic Canada’s largest art
museum. Since 1908, the Gallery has been a gateway for the visual arts; as an agency of the Province of Nova Scotia
and one of the premier arts institutions in Canada, it is committed to its mission of engaging people with art.
With world-class collections and an innovative education program, the Gallery actively collaborates with regional,
national and international partners to advance artistic experience.

Melanie Colosimo
My work is currently moving away from themes of nostalgia, dislocation and longing and towards
a preoccupation with traditionally masculine utilitarian imagery and themes of progress and
construction. Committing to the simple materials of cut paper and graphite, I create large-scale
drawings and paper sculptures of fences, industrial structures and architecture to explore
memory, transitory states and trace imagery. My subjects are temporary utilitarian objects that
connote construction, a ‘work in progress’ or the formative states. They are symbols of liminality,
thresholds between a previous state of being and the next phase. I am exploring
this liminal state; not only through the completion of a work but also during the phases of
creation and process.”
Melanie Colosimo has exhibited her work across Canada, most recently at Mount Saint
Vincent University Art Gallery. She has participated in residencies at the Centre for
Art Tapes, the University of Windsor, and the Banff Centre for the Arts and Creativity.
She received her BFA from Mount Allison University in Sackville, New Brunswick
in 2006 and her MFA from the University of Windsor in Windsor, Ontario in 2011.
Based in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Colosimo is the Director of the Anna Leonowens Gallery
at NSCAD University.http://www.melaniecolosimo.com/

Frances Dorsey
I have been experimenting with local goldenrod and alder
Untitled #6 (Lawrence) from the series Stay as you were
when you had left, 2010, ink on paper, 55.80 x 86.36 cm.
plants as natural dye sources, combining them with a few
Courtesy of the artist.
least-toxic mordants to extend the palette of natural dye
hues on cellulosic (linen and rayon primarily) fibres. These tests are embodied in a
series of Golden Moon pieces, and include the mordants both in warp or weft printing
processes, and also after weaving but before dyeing.
Each moon piece is bisected horizontally between sky above and ground or sea below (speaking metaphorically),
and collectively they ask questions about location, space, scale, concreteness, control. In each piece the moon
occupies similar proportions on the ground, though the clarity of forms varies from piece to piece.”
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Frances Dorsey emigrated from the United States to Canada during the Vietnam War, finding a new home in rural
Ontario. Since 1995 she has lived near Halifax, Nova Scotia, working in her studio and teaching at NSCAD University.
Her work has been shown nationally and internationally, and is in private and public collections including the Canada
Council Art Bank, Nova Scotia Art Bank, Cambridge Galleries Contemporary Fibre Collection, and Mount Saint Vincent
University Art Gallery Collection. http://francesdorsey.com/

Halifax Harbour 1940 Series, The Basin, 2011–2014, found hankies and fabric, over-dyed with natural dyes, stitched, embellished, approximately 1.00 x 38.00 x 38.00 cm. Courtesy of the artist.

Ursula Johnson
Ursula Johnson has, over the past ten years, developed
a clear visual language of her own, based in the
traditions of the Mi’kmaq and the context of Mi’kmaki.
Through a series of art works, performances and
collaborative events, she has distinguished herself
as one of Canada’s foremost visual artists. For years,
Johnson’s art practice has built upon her Mi’kmaw
heritage. Johnson tells of this heritage through her
basket works, homages to her great-grandmother
Carolin Gould. She bemoans the loss of tradition and
language, and seeks to strengthen those memories and
Elmiet (He/She Goes Home), 2010, headpiece (black ash, maple wood, sweet grass). Courtesy of the artist.
rituals that make her community strong. Having reached
inside to examine what is dear and important in her community, this past couple of years has seen Johnson look outward,
to how her Indigeneity, and that of Indigenous people across Canada is being negotiated. Johnson created an image, a
pattern used as part of a celebration in the Highlands National Park in Cape Breton, NS. The pattern, which celebrated the
Bras D’or lakes, the tress and flora of Cape Breton as well as colours deemed “of the year” for 2017, became Johnson’s
logo – a calling card, as well as a call to arms. https://ursulajohnson.ca/
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Anne Macmillan
I’ve always been interested in trying to get as close to
something as possible. It is the methodology and process
that ties each work into a consistent investigation of ways
of knowing, and ways of being.
Recent work deeply involves the body and the screen,
and modes of attention. I’m interested in the power
dynamic between a subject and an object. My recent
animated videos imply the presence of the body (or the
erasure of it) through camera movement. I make work
that shows the hollowing effect of certainty, and I make
work that fills these hollows with new mysteries.”
Anne Macmillan grew up in Wolfville, Nova Scotia. She graduated with a BFA from NSCAD University in 2009, and in 2013
was awarded a Fulbright scholarship to study in the graduate program of Art, Culture and Technology at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Her work has also been supported by the Canada Council for the Arts through creation grants and a
residency at La Cité internationale des Arts, Paris. She is the first place winner of MIT’s Harold and Arlene Schnitzer Prize in
the Visual Arts and the Laya and Jerome B. Wiesner Student Art Award. http://www.annemacmillan.com/

Sarah Maloney
My current research considers flowering plants,
which I model in wax and cast in bronze to create
larger bodies of work. I am interested in the forms
of the plants and flowers, their evolutionary histories,
how they were used and how they continue to be
used. I am also attentive to plant habitat and the
relationship between what is natural and what
is altered or constructed. I have ventured into
landscape sculpture, where the works themselves
render landscape (a human construct) from
elements drawn from the natural world. I work to
create a sculptural landscape with an awareness
of the history of Canadian landscape art, refocused
through a lens of feminism and what is associated
with so-called women’s work.”
Sarah Maloney completed her MFA at the University of Windsor and her BFA at the Nova Scotia College of Art and
Design. Her work is held in the collections of the Beaverbrook Art Gallery, Art Gallery of Nova Scotia, Dalhousie Art Gallery,
Nova Scotia Art Bank, the Canada Council Art Bank, and the Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs and International
Trade. Recent exhibitions of her work took place at Carleton University Art Gallery, Kelowna Art Gallery, Grenfell Campus
Art Gallery, and the Art Gallery of Peterborough. In 2012 she was elected to the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts and
awarded the Creative Nova Scotia Leadership Council Established Artist Recognition Award. https://www.smaloney.com/
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Charley Young
I define myself as a conceptual thinker, an adventurer, a renegade
printmaker and a spirited mark maker. I seek to record and make portable
intimate and site-specific interactions with place. Much like the surface
of a collagraph plate, urban and rural landscapes are full of textures and
marks.

Carbon Copy: The Charles Morris building, Shroud I,
(detail), 2013, image transfer, ink, pencil, mylar, thread on rag paper,
55.88 x 76.20 cm. Courtesy of the artist.

It is these marks that become etched signatures. Navigating through a space
(be it a city, a forest, an arctic landscape, or my studio) my eyes search for
found marks, my hands touch for textures. Textiles, Mylar, stone, and the
planes of the city serve as both my materials and sites; onto which I make
marks and deposit my thoughts. Drawing, printmaking and photography,
record and elongate ephemeral interactions with sites that are both grand
and public; intimate and personal.” http://charleyyoung.com/

Carbon Copy: The Charles Morris building, Shroud I, (detail), 2013, image transfer, ink, pencil, mylar, thread on rag paper,
55.88 x 76.20 cm. Courtesy of the artist. http://charleyyoung.com/
Charley Young received her MFA from the Maine College of Art in Portland in 2014 and her BFA from NSCAD University in
Halifax in 2009. She has participated in numerous artist residency programs including the Arctic Circle Program, the Banff
Centre, the Vermont Studio Centre, Spark Box Studios, and Klondike Institute for Arts and Culture. In 2012, she received the
Charlotte Wilson-Hammond/Visual Arts Nova Scotia Award and the Lieutenants Governor Award presented by the Nova
Scotia Talent Trust. She works out of her studio in the North End of Halifax

Sarah Fillmore, Curator
Sarah Fillmore is Chief Curator and Deputy Director, Programs of the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia.
Having joined the Gallery in 2005, Fillmore oversees the provincial art collection as well as the
Gallery’s acquisition, interpretation, education, conservation and exhibition programs.
Fillmore is a champion of emerging Canadian artists, with an interest in Atlantic Canadian
art within national and international contexts. She has curated over 40 group and solo
exhibitions, including the retrospective exhibition of Canadian abstract painter, Jacques
Hurtubise; Lisa Lipton: STOP@forever; Skin: the Seduction of Surface; Forces of Nature;
The Last Frontier, and, from 2002 to 2015, the annual Sobey Art Award. She co-curated
Hanson and Sonnenberg: The Way Things Are with David Diviney (Art Gallery of Nova Scotia); Graeme Patterson’s Secret
Citadel with Melissa Bennett (Art Gallery of Hamilton); and the touring retrospective and accompanying publication of
Canadian realist painter Mary Pratt, with Mireille Eagan and Caroline Stone (The Rooms, Newfoundland). Recent projects
include a retrospective of Canadian painter Marion Wagschal, presented at the Musée des beaux-arts de Montréal,
as well as a solo exhibition of Halifax-based painter Emily Falencki and I will Meet you in the Sun, Montreal-based printmaker
Mitch Mitchell’s large-scale print installation. She most recently co-curated a major retrospective of photographer
Thaddeus Holownia’s work titled The Nature of Nature.
From 2007 to 2015, Fillmore was chair of the jury and curator of the Sobey Art Award, Canada’s premier contemporary
art award for an artist 40 or under. She is author of numerous catalogue and journal essays and has lectured across
the country, and internationally.
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